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Abstract
Soil water retention curve (SWRC) becomes important because it guides when and how much to irrigate,
optimizing the use of water; can be obtained in the field or laboratory, being commonly determined in the
laboratory with porous plate apparatus, and the determination is compromised by issues such as time and labor.
In this context, inverse modeling emerges, which allows to obtain a variable going from the effect to the cause,
using Hydrus-1D. Hence, this study aims to obtain van Genuchten equation parameters through inverse
modeling with Hydrus-1D and make the respective comparisons and inferences. Matric potential data were
obtained over time in an instantaneous profile-type experiment. Six sets of three tensiometers each were installed
surrounding the center of the experimental plot, at depths of 0.20, 0.35 and 0.50 m. Target depth was 0.35 m,
where the roots of most crops are concentrated, and the other tensiometers were used to obtain the potential
gradient. Matric potential data were used to feed Hydrus-1D and obtain the van Genuchten equation parameters.
Laboratory curves were obtained using porous plate apparatus, with four replicates. It was concluded that, in
general, the Hydrus-1D model estimates van Genuchten equation parameters and, consequently, the SWCC of an
Argissolo more consistently with field conditions than those obtained in the laboratory; and, provided it is fed
with field data, the Hydrus-1D simulates well the behavior of matric potential and moisture over time, reducing
the time and labor in the procedures to obtain van Genuchten equation parameters in the laboratory.
Keywords: instantaneous profile, methodology in soil, soil-water characteristic curve
1. Introduction
Knowledge on soil physical attributes, like hydraulic properties, is important for the agricultural sustainability,
guiding strategies that lead to maximum crop yield (Imhoff et al., 2016). In this context, the soil water retention
curve (SWRC), given by the relationship between water content and the matric potential with which water is
retained in the soil—allows to monitor soil moisture and, therefore, define when and how much to irrigate
(Lucas et al., 2011).
SWRC can be obtained through various methods, in the field and laboratory. However, it is usually determined
under laboratory conditions using the porous plate apparatus, proposed by Richards and Fireman (1943), in
which the water content retained in the sample under the applied pressure originates the curve (Menezes et al.,
2018). SWRC shape is commonly described by an empirical equation and the model of van Genuchten (1980),
with five parameters, is the most used for this purpose, because it fits to a wide variety of soils (Xiang-Wei et al.,
2010).
Obtaining soil hydraulic parameters, such as SWRC, either in the field or laboratory, is often demanding, in both
time and labor, which makes such determination unviable in some cases (Singh et al., 2010). In this context,
inverse modeling emerges, which is nothing more than obtaining certain variable through the solution of an
inverse mathematical problem. In other words, it is possible to mathematically obtaining unmeasurable
parameters of a system from mensurable ones since they have a physical relationship (Hasanoğlu & Romanov,
2017).
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The Hydruus-1D model, whose 4.17 vversion is signned by Šimůneek et al. (20133), is widely uused to obtain
n soil
hydraulic parameters, such
s
as hydrauulic conductivvity and variaables of the vvan Genuchtenn model, based on
inverse prooblems. The user
u must enterr the evolutionn of soil moistuure or matric ppotential over time as input data,
which are the basis for thhe simulation.
Given the above, this sttudy considereed the hypotheesis that the H
Hydrus-1D model, for being based on phy
ysical
processes, simulates vann Genuchten eequation param
meters and, coonsequently, thhe SWRC of an Argissolo more
consistentlly with the fieeld conditions than those obttained in the laboratory, bessides reducing the time and labor
of the proccedure. Hence, this study aim
med to obtain van Genuchteen equation parrameters of ann Argissolo thrrough
inverse prooblem using Hydrus-1D
H
andd in the laboratoory, and make the respectivee comparisons and inferencess.
2. Materiaal and Method
ds
2.1 Field aand Laboratory
ry Work
Field worrk was carriedd out in a A
Argissolo Amaarelo (EMBRA
APA, 2013), where an insstantaneous prrofile
experimennt was installedd, specifically at UTM coorrdinates 95860090 N and 5466494 L (Figuree 1). Instantan
neous
profile expperiment was selected becauuse this test alllows to monitor the variation of soil watter matric pote
ential
during thee drainage proocess, a param
meter that serrved as basis for the inverrse modeling using Hydruss-1D,
described hhereinafter.

Figure 1. Instantaneouss profile Hydraaulics Sector—
—UFC (Fortaleeza, Ceará, Braazil)
The instanntaneous profille-type experim
ment followedd the methodoology proposedd by Hillel et al. (1972) and
d was
carried outt in a circular plot
p with diam
meter of 3.0 m aand depth of 00.60 m. The exxperimental ploot was delimite
ed by
a plastic caanvas to allow
w vertical waterr flow. Six setss with three tensiometers eacch were installled surroundin
ng the
center of thhe experimenttal plot, at deptths of 0.20, 0.335 and 0.50 m
m. Target depthh in the presentt study was 0.3
35 m,
the effectivve depth of thee root system oof most cultivaated species. T
The other tensioometers were nnecessary to obtain
data relativve to the potenntial gradient too solve the equuation of Richaards (1931).
The tensioometers (Figure 2) were madde of rigid PVC
C pipe, with porous ceramicc cups and nyloon tubing (0.00
02-m
internal diameter), used to build the m
mercury manom
meter. Mercuryy manometers w
were used becaause of their higher
sensitivityy to the variatioons in soil wateer content.
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Figure 2. Representattion of the scheme of installaation and use oof the tensiomeeter. Legend: ssee Equation (1)
After instaalling the tensiiometers, the pplot was wettedd to guaranteee soil saturationn and then covvered with a pllastic
canvas to avoid any watter flow througgh the surface,, either evaporration or infiltrration. Time zeero (t = 0) of water
w
redistributtion in the proofile was considered as the instant at whiich the water depth drainedd from soil surrface.
After readding the tensiom
meters at t = 00, during the fiirst 24 hours, tthe readings w
were taken everry two hours. From
F
this point oon, the readinggs were taken eevery 24 hourss, until drainagge virtually ceaased.
Tensiometter readings were
w
convertedd to matric pottential (ϕm, m
m), in order to monitor its vvariation over time,
using Equaation (1)

ϕm = -12.6hHg + hc + z

(1)

where, hHgg is Hg columnn height (m), hc is Hg level hheight in the ccontainer in rellation to soil ssurface (m), z is
i the
installationn depth of the tensiometer’s porous cup cennter (m).
Disturbed soil samples were also coollected to chaaracterize the soil regardingg its granulom
metric compossition
(Table 1), with clay coontent determinned through tthe pipette meethod (Gee & Bauder, 19866), and its particle
density (B
Blake & Hartgee, 1986a). Addditionally, unddisturbed sampples were colleected to determ
mine the soil water
w
retention ccurve (SWRC)) (Klute, 1986)) and soil bulk density (Blakee & Hartge, 19986b).
Table 1. Sand, silt and cllay fractions, ttextural class aand soil bulk ddensity in the pprofile layers
Layerss (m)
0.0-0.228
0.28-0..43
0.43-0..60

Sand
Silt
Clay
--------------------- g kg-1 ---------------------873
40
87
843
75
82
585
75
340

Textural class
Sand
Loamy sand
Sandy clay loam
m

Soil bbulk density
---------- kg m³ -------1730
1703
1581

Source: Addapted from Frreire (2016).
were determineed in a total off four replicatees. In the proceedure, saturation water conteent was consid
dered
SWRCs w
as equal too soil porosity, obtained by E
Equation (2),
α=1–

ρs
ρp

where, α iss soil porosity (m3 m-3) and ρs and ρp are sooil bulk and paarticle densities (kg m-3), resppectively.
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At low-tennsion points of
o the SWRC (0.2; 0.4; 0.66; 0.8 and 1 m
m), Haines’ fu
funnel was useed to establish
h the
equilibrium
m between appplied tension and soil waterr content; for the other poinnts (3.3; 10; 770 and 150 m)), the
equilibrium
m was obtaineed in Richardds’ porous plaate apparatus. Data were fitted to the m
mathematical model
m
proposed bby van Genuchhten (1980), Eqquation (3),

 = r +

s – r

m

[1 + (|ϕm |n )]

(3)

where,  ccorresponds too soil water coontent (m3 m-33), r and s aare, respectiveely, residual annd saturation water
w
contents (m
m3 m-3), ϕm is soil water m
matric potentiaal (m),  is a scaling factorr of ϕm (-1/ϕm), m and n are fit
parameterss of the modell related to thee shape of the curve. The daata were fittedd using the sofftware Table Curve
C
2D, trial vversion 5.01 (S
SYSTAT, 20144). Empirical parameters were fitted usinng the Newtonn-Raphson iterrative
method, w
with dependencce between m aand n.
Soil moistture curve in thhe field was obbtained based on matric pottentials measurred with tensioometers in the field
and on soil-water characcteristic curve ddetermined in the laboratoryy (m field-labooratory curve).
2.2 Inversee Modeling wiith Hydrus-1D
In the verssion 4.17 of Hydrus 1-D (Šim
můnek et al., 22013), the soill profile was ddivided into thrree layers (0.0-0.28
m; 0.28-0.43 m and 0.433-0.60 m) withh 25 nodes andd three points oof observation correspondingg to the tensiom
meter
installationn depths (0.200 m; 0.35 m annd 0.50 m) (F
Figure 3). Iteraations were peerformed by eentering the da
ata of
matric potential variationn over time, frrom 0 to 330 h.

Figure 3. Soil profilee division into layers and noddes, and allocaation of observvation points coonsidered in th
he
inverse m
modeling procedure
mum and minnimum values of soil hydrauulic parameterrs for
In additionn, the softwarre requires thee initial, maxim
each, which are the reeferences on w
which the enttire inverse m
modeling is baased. Boundarry conditions were
consideredd as zero flow on soil surfacee and free draiinage at 0.60 m depth. Initiall matric potenttial of the estim
mate,
for each deepth and repliccate, was set w
with values as cclose as possibble to zero reprresenting saturrated soil.
At 0.35 m depth, target of
o the present study, the paraameters θr, θs, α and n of thee model of vann Genuchten (1
1980)
were optim
mized and, subbsequently, the parameter m w
was obtained bbased on n (m = 1 – 1/n).
2.3 Data A
Analysis
The param
meters of the vaan Genuchten (1980) model for the 0.35 m depth were coompared consiidering the SW
WRCs
obtained inn the laboratorry, in four replicates, againsst the six curvees obtained thrrough inverse modeling base
ed on
matric pottential data over time. Data normality wass verified by thhe Jarque-Beraa test and meaans were comp
pared
by Studennt’s t-test for tw
wo independennt samples, booth at 0.05 siggnificance leveel. Graphs werre also constru
ucted
with the avverage curves of laboratory aand the one sim
mulated by Hyydrus-1D.
In additionn, fitted curvess of matric pottential versus ttime and soil m
moisture versuus times were also constructed to
compare ffield curves wiith those simuulated by Hydrrus-1D. Hydruus-1D performaance was evalluated based on the
efficiency coefficient € (Nash & Sutccliffe, 1970), E
Equation (4) aand root-meann-square error (RMSE), Equ
uation
(5),
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2

(4)

2
∑ni=1 (Oi – O)

∑ni=1 (Oi – Pi )

2

n–1

(5)

where, Oi corresponds too matric potenntial data obtainned in the fieldd through the iinstantaneous profile method
d and
Pi to matriic potential daata obtained thhrough modelinng; n is the nuumber of obseervations and O the mean of
o the
values obttained in the field. The same procedure waas adopted to ccompare soil m
moisture curvess over time through
m field-laaboratory curvee and through inverse modelling.
For Machaado et al. (20003), the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiiency coefficieent (E) is one of the most efficient to eva
aluate
the fit of hydrological models.
m
This iindex may vaary from negattive infinite too 1, and the uunit value indicates
greater sim
milarity betweeen data sets (A
ASCE, 1993). R
RMSE, on thee other hand, iss used to express the accuracy of
the numeriical results, exxhibiting the vaalue of error inn the same unitt as the analyzed variable.
3. Results and Discussion
Matric pottential variatioon over time obbtained in the field and simuulated through inverse modeling is presented in
Figure 4. IInverse modeliing showed saatisfactory perfformance in thhe prediction oof soil water m
matric potential over
time, giveen the low RM
MSE and E vvalue close too one, evidenccing good agrreement betw
ween measured
d and
simulated data.

F
Figure 4. Matriic potential oveer time in the ffield and throuugh inverse moodeling with H
Hydrus-1D
Root-meann-square error (RMSE) close to zero indiccates small errror between daata simulated by Hydrus-1D
D and
data obserrved in the fieeld (Peters et al., 2014). In this experimeent, Hydrus-1D
D overestimateed matric pote
ential
over time and was proogressively better towards ssoil saturationn. Despite thee increase in tthe error as water
w
redistributtion occurred in the soil upp to field cappacity, the meean error in tthis observatioon range was low,
indicating the robustness of inverse modeling in the predictionn of soil watter energy in the wettest ra
ange.
Regardingg the Nash-Suttcliffe efficienncy coefficient (E), one of thhe important sstatistical criteeria to evaluate the
prediction power of hyddrological moddels (Machadoo et al., 2003)), the obtainedd value, 0.73, demonstrates good
similarity bbetween field--measured dataa and data fitteed by inverse m
modeling.
Figure 5 shows soil moisture
m
over ttime, obtainedd in the field and simulateed by inverse modeling. As the
simulationn of matric potential
p
evoluution over tim
me, the solutiion through iinverse modelling showed good
performannce, since the Nash-Sutcliffe
N
e efficiency cooefficient (E) w
was equal to 0.77. On the oother hand, RMSE
was very low, 0.01 m3 m-3, indicating tthat Hydrus-1D
D was efficiennt in the estimaation of soil mooisture over tim
me.
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Figure 5. Soil moistuure over time thhrough m field-laboratory curve and inverrse modeling w
with Hydrus-1D
D
was estimated with lower vaalue in the firstt 70 hours of water
w
Although tthe differencess were small, ssoil moisture w
redistributtion in the soiil and higher vvalue from thiis point on to the end of thhe experiment, when the inv
verse
modeling protocol was used. As willl be discusseed hereinafter,, given the booundary condiitions, soil sample
saturation is usually achhieved in the llaboratory—w
which will harddly be observeed in the fieldd. This explain
ns the
greater diffference betweeen both protoocols in the esttimation of total soil porosiity when field matric potential is
combined with the soil-w
water characterristic curve obbtained in the laaboratory.
Although the soil-waterr characteristicc curve determ
mined in the laaboratory was significantly different from
m that
obtained uusing Hydrus-11D based on fiield data, as wiill be demonsttrated hereinaft
fter, a compenssation occurred
d due
to the diffference of maatric potentialss by both procedures (Figuure 4), so that soil moisturee curves over time
became veery similar in both
b
methods. However, invverse modelingg becomes mucch more advanntageous becau
use it
eliminates the procedure of soil sampplings and SW
WRC determinnation based oon them in thee laboratory, which
w
demands m
much more tim
me in comparison to the instaantaneous profi
file-type experiiment in the fieeld.
Table 2 shhows the meanns of van Gennuchten (19800) equation parrameters comppared by Studdent’s t-test at 0.05
significancce level, consiidering soil-w
water characterristic curves obbtained in thee laboratory annd through inv
verse
modeling in the field with
w Hydrus-1D
D. The five m
model parameteers significantlly differed bettween both SW
WRC
determinattion methods.
Table 2. M
Means of van Genuchten
G
equuation parametters, obtained iin the laboratoory and throughh inverse modeling
with Hydruus-1D in the field,
fi
comparedd by Student’s t-test at 0.05 ssignificance level
θs (m3 m-3)
Lab
0.357
14.008**

Hydrus
0.305

θr (m3 m-3)

α (m
m-1)

Lab
0.079
9.913*

Lab
11.398
7.1664*

Hyydrus
0.1150

n
Hydrus
5.062

Lab
1.338
2.627*

m
H
Hydrus
11.827

Laab
0.2252
3.2240*

Hydrus
0.435

Note. Lab:: Laboratory; Hydrus:
H
Hydruus-1D; * signifficant differencce by Student’s t-test at 0.055 significance level;
l
tabulated t at 0.05 signifficance level = 2.306.
It is imporrtant to point out
o that two currves may be sttatistically equual even if theirr parameters are different. On the
mathematiical aspect, Joorge et al. (20110) report thatt two soil-watter characteristtic curves mayy be considere
ed as
equal wheen their parameeters are not ddifferent, whicch was not obsserved in the sstudied case. T
Therefore, it ca
an be
claimed thhat the curves obtained in tthe laboratory differ from tthose obtainedd through inveerse modeling with
Hydrus-1D
D. Such claim is important ffrom the practtical point of vview, because both curves, ffor being impo
ortant
tools in irrrigation managgement, guide tthe decision-m
making differenntly with respeect to soil wateer managementt.
Regardingg the parameterr θs, which in the laboratoryy correspondedd to total soil pporosity, the m
mean value fou
und is
higher thaan that obtainned through innverse solutioon. This occurrs because unndisturbed sam
mples, used in
n the
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analytical procedure in the
t laboratory, in general, arre saturated—
—a situation harrdly achieved in the field, which
w
explains thhe lower valuee obtained throuugh inverse m
modeling.
Such asserrtion is corrobborated by Ghiiberto (1999), who found saaturation moistture contents iin the field ran
nging
from 70 tto 90% of thee total porositty calculated. Therefore, thhis parameter optimized usiing field data was
expected tto show lower value—but thee most faithfull to the actual situation of m
maximum moistture obtained in
i the
field. Hencce, according to the inverse modeling witth Hydrus-1D, only 85% of soil pores werre saturated, which
w
correspondds to moisture content of 0.3305 m³ m-³.
Still regarrding the diffeerence in the vvalues of saturration, Basile et al. (2003) rreport that in the laboratory
y soil
hydraulic attributes are obtained in ssoil samples bby imposing a stationary sttate or transitoory conditionss that
essentiallyy differ from the boundaryy conditions of field expeeriments. Althhough the meeasurements in
n the
laboratoryy are more direect and usuallyy easier than thhose in the fieeld, their validdity must be reelated to the size of
the soil saample, which has to adequuately represennt the heteroggeneity of thee studied meddium. In this case,
selecting tthe appropriatte sample sizee must assum
me, in the perrspective of a comparison between field
d and
laboratoryy methods, thee practicality without losinng focus on sample represeentativeness w
with respect to
o the
situation inn the field.
The meann value of the parameter θr obtained withh Hydrus-1D was overestim
mated in compparison to the
e one
obtained inn the laboratorry. It should bee highlighted tthat the modell was providedd with data obttained during a 330
h drainagee period, until the soil achieeved the field capacity conddition (insignifficant ∂θ/∂t, ≤ 0,001 m3 m-3 d-1).
Hence, it is supposed that,
t
since datta from wet ssoil was proviided, the moddel had difficuulty estimating
g the
hydraulic bbehavior of the dry soil, whiich is evidenceed by the high content of ressidual moisturee. Therefore, future
f
studies, including with other
o
instrumennts, should usee data collecteed in a wider rrange of time, in order to obsserve
how the H
Hydrus-1D moddel behaves wiith respect to thhe parameter θr.
The empirrical parameter α, which reppresents the innverse of the m
matric potentiial at which thhe largest soil pore
cavitates, showed lowerr mean value w
when obtainedd with Hydruss-1D comparedd with the labboratory procedure.
Hence, it ccan be inferredd the model prredicts that, inn the soil, suchh phenomenonn occurs at low
wer matric pote
ential
than that sshowed by thee laboratory α
α. The parameeters n and m,, related to thee shape of thee curve—for being
b
associatedd with pore-sizze distributionn—also differ between both methods, evidencing the ddivergence betw
ween
soil-water characteristic curves obtaineed in the laborratory and throough inverse m
modeling with H
Hydrus-1D.
Figure 6 sshows soil-watter characterisstic curves obttained in the llaboratory andd through inveerse modeling with
Hydrus-1D
D. As previously explained,, lower moistuure content at saturation waas observed in the average curve
c
obtained tthrough inversse modeling, reinforcing thhe claim that pore saturatiion is not achhieved under field
conditionss. Therefore, itt is reasonablee that the curvve simulated bby Hydrus-1D
D, particularly from saturatio
on to
field capaacity, is the onne that actually represents the soil in thhe field, and nnot the curve determined in
n the
laboratoryy with boundaryy condition coompletely diffeerent from the field situation..

Figure 6. S
Soil water reteention curves oobtained in the laboratory andd through inveerse modeling with Hydrus-1
1D in
the field
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In experiment to verify differences in hydraulic attributes in SWCC and in laboratory, Basile et al. (2003) found
that, for all studied cases, there was discrepancy between water contents at ϕm = 0 obtained in the field and
laboratory, and water retention values were always higher for laboratory curves in the interval between ϕm = 0
and ϕm = 1 m. For these authors, higher water contents at ϕm = 0 for soil samples in cylinders must be attributed
to the easy air displacement through the sample under laboratory condition.
According to Figure 6, the differences between the curves are not limited to the wettest portion; the driest portion
is also visibly different, especially due to the trend of the inverse model, as previously stated, to overestimate
moisture contents in comparison to the laboratory procedure. In this case, for the textural class loamy sand, in
which residual moisture content must be low, Hydrus-1D was clearly not efficient to simulate soil moisture at
lower matric potentials, probably because the input data were limited to the wet part of the soil.
Considering the results observed in the present study, it is worth pointing out the perception of researchers on
field and laboratory methods to estimate soil hydraulic attributes. It is true that many papers in the past were
dedicated to the discussion on the validity of soil hydraulic properties obtained in the laboratory for the inference
on the hydrological behavior in the field and, as a result, less expensive and less time-consuming techniques
have been researched (Basile et al., 2003). However, it is important to highlight that these protocols are not
always guaranteed to reliably reproduce what occurs in the field, which explains the stimulus to other
approaches—for instance, inverse modeling—in the attempt at better perception on the actual soil hydraulic
attributes.
4. Conclusions
In general, the Hydrus-1D model estimates van Genuchten equation parameters and, consequently, the soil-water
characteristic curve of an Argissolo more consistently with the field conditions than those obtained in the
laboratory.
Hydrus-1D simulates well the behavior of matric potential and soil moisture over time, reducing the time and
labor of the procedure to obtain van Genuchten equation parameters in the laboratory.
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